Directions and Maps for Local Social Security Offices

You can either travel by car or bus to one of the following offices in order to apply for your Social Security Number. If you are driving, please see the directions below. In order to plan your bus route, please visit, http://www.viainfo.net/Ride/Default.aspx.

1) Downtown

**727 East Cesar Chavez, San Antonio, TX 78206 (7th Floor, Room 701)**

TAKE CESAR E CHAVEZ EXIT OFF IH-10/35 AND WEST CESAR E CHAVEZ OFF IH-37. OFFICE IS LOCATED IN THE HENRY B GONZALES FEDERAL BLDG WHICH IS NEXT TO THE FED COURTHOUSE ON NORTH SIDE OF CESAR E CHAVEZ ABOUT 1/4 MILE WEST OF ALAMODOME. THE BEST TIME TO VISIT THIS OFFICE IS TUESDAY OR FRIDAY.
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2) Far East Side

**411 Richland Hills Drive, San Antonio, TX 78245**

RICHLAND HILLS RUNS PARALLEL TO SH-151. TAKE HWY 410 W AND EXIT ON MILITARY DRIVE. GO PAST WALMART AND TURN RIGHT ONTO RICHLAND HILLS DR. CONTINUE ON RICHLAND HILLS AND OFFICE IS TO THE LEFT. IN ADDITION, THERE IS A SHOPPING CENTER AT SH-151 AND LOOP 410. WE ARE BEHIND THAT CENTER ON THE ROAD BEHIND LOWES.
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3) North Central

402 Isom Road, San Antonio, 78216

FROM I-10 E TAKE EXIT 564 MERGE E TO I-410 E TAKE SLIGHT RIGHT ONTO RAMP TO MCCULLOUGH AVE, TURN LEFT TO SAN PEDRO AVE, TURN RIGHT ON ISOM RD. FROM I-35 S TAKE EXIT 158A MERGE TO US 281N TAKE I410W EXIT RIGHT TO SAN PEDRO AVE TURN RIGHT ON ISOM RD. FROM I-35 N TAKE I-410W TOWARD TX-368 KEEP RIGHT ONTO SAN PEDRO AVE, THEN TURN RIGHT ON ISOM RD. FROM US-281N TAKE EXIT I-410W KEEP RIGHT TO SAN PEDRO AVE, THEN RIGHT ON ISOM RD. OFFICE IS LOCATED BETWEEN SAN PEDRO AND E. RAMSEY BEHIND HALF PRICE BOOK BUS ROUTES DROP OFF IN FRONT OF BUILDING.

4) South Side

3438 East Southcross, San Antonio, TX 78223

OFFICE IS JUST EAST OF THE EAST SOUTH CROSS AND PECAN VALLEY DRIVE INTERSECTION. OFFICE IS DIRECTLY ACROSS THE PECAN VALLEY GOLF COURSE, WHEN TRAVELING SOUTH ON IH 37 EXIT 138A TO EAST SOUTH CROSS WHEN TRAVELING NORTH ON IH 37 EXIT PECAN VALLEY DRIVE AND TRAVEL PECAN NORTH ON PECAN VALLEY DRIVE FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO MILES.